INTRODUCING THE NEW
AM CONTROL PANEL

The simple and efficient air system setup for AM Solutions shaft seals

AM (Air Mizer®) Solutions™ shaft seals require a proper air system to ensure maximum sealing performance. Selecting the correct components and installing the system can be complicated and time consuming.

The new AM Control Panel is an all-in-one air system setup for AM Solutions shaft seals. By including all necessary air system components in a single cabinet, the AM Control Panel eliminates guess work and significantly decreases installation time. Designed as a simple user interface, the AM Control Panel provides optimal performance for AM Solutions shaft seals.

AM Control Panels can be ordered in single or double configurations to accommodate one or two AM Solutions shaft seals. For greater peace of mind, AM Control Panels can be outfitted with a pressure alarm to notify maintenance professionals of low pressure.

For more information, contact your local Inpro/Seal Representative.